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cataclysmic political decisions of lege departments which have prothe present epoch? O r is it the tri- vided the Washington, D.C., “poliumph of an idea - the idea of col- tical directorate” with ideas that
lectivism? Successful in Soviet have hitched our economy to a colRussia, collectivism has resulted lectivistic and highly inflationary
in the practical barbarization and pap-wagon. He ignores the “Prusmilitarization of a great nation sian socialism” that turned a great
precisely as Herbert Spencer, an nation in the heart of Europe inolder social scientist who had the to a collectivist war machine. He
“sociological imagination,” pre- ignores the bearded scribbler of
dicted i t would. To save ourselves the British Museum who blended
from possible engulfment by the Hegelian thinking about the role
Soviet military power, we have of the State with Robespierre’s
had to call in the “warlords” and trust in the creativeness of social
to spend tax money for military insurrectionism.
And so, in spite of his own brilequipment manufactured in plants
owned by the “corporate rich.” liant advice to young sociologists
The villain in the piece is not any and his own brilliant phrasemak“power Blite” of generals, admir- ing about the “slow bureaucratic
als, and corporation executives. crawl” and the “obscurantist bunk
No, the villain is none other than of public relations,” Professor
that old “academic scribbler,” Mills ends up among the “abKarl Marx. He started i t back in stracted empiricists,” a victim of
the eighteen-forties with an idea the statistical illusion.
that was compounded of a false
theory of value and an envious
The Naked Communist
spleen. It is as John Maynard
Keynes (who ought to know) has By W . Cleon Skouq.en. Salt Lake City,
Utah: The Ensign Publishing Co.
said: The movement of ideas is
343 pp. $6.00.
more powerful than institutions,
and the supposedly decisive politi- THISis an outstanding volume on
cian of today is usually in the grip the rise and spread of communism
of some dead intellectual of yes- from a revolutionary sect to an
terday who heard voices in the empire embracing a third of the
world’s people, plus conspiratorial
air.
In The Power Elite, Professor activities among the remaining
Mills ignores the “academic scrib- two-thirds. The author, a lawyer,
bler.” He ignores John Maynard is presently Chief of Police in Salt
Keynes’s own grip on whole col- Lake City; formerly, he was a
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professor a t Brigham Young Uni- technique, and tactics before, during, and after World War 11, inversity and an F.B.I. agent.
Quoting extensively from origi- cluding the China and Korea denal sources - t h e w r i t i n g s of bacles; its association with the
Marx, Lenin, Stalin, and other Red UN; its current “Party Line,” are
leaders, as well as the documented dealt with factually and readably.
The final section of the volume
testimony given before Congressional Investigating Committees devotes a chapter each to five
- the author outlines in a systema- vitally important questions :
1. What do the defenders of comtic, step-by-step presentation the
munism say?
d a n g e r s confronting t h e f r e e
2. How does a people build a free
world. His book is one of the clearnation ?
est and most comprehensive works
3. What is free enterprise capion communism known to this retalism?
viewer.
4. Did the early Christians pracThe conspiratorial movement is
tice communism?
lucidly recounted, giving the stu3. What is the secret weapon of
dent a digest of its historical decommunism ?
velopment and nutshell biographies of communism’s leaders.
This book is a veritable encycloThe communist philosophy, with pedia of communism in one brief
its theories of nature, the origin volume. I t is well indexed and conof life, and the place of mind; its tains an extensive bibliography.
account of the derivation and sigAUGUST W. BRUSTAT
nificance of religion, morals, private property, and the State; its
A Guide to Anti-Communist
Action
interpretation of history in terms
of the “class struggle,’’ and the By Anthony T . Bouscaren. Chicago,
Illinois: Henry Regnery Company.
plan of action with “Dictatorship
244 pp. $4.00.
of the Proletariat in the Classless
a professor of
Society” are simply, concisely, and DR. BOUSCAREN,
yet comprehensively catalogued - Political Science a t Marquette
along with a devastating critique University, has served up a double
of communism’s untenable ma- portion: a handbook for the initerialism.
tiated anticommunist and a primer
The story of communism’s rise for those who have the convictions
to power in Russia; its exploita- but are in dire need of knowledge
tion of world problems ; its rise in about communism in theory and
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the United States; its
In addition, he reprints
activity,TOpractice.
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